[Arterial hypertensive dysregulations on the basis of a cerebro-visceral stimulus constellation in baboons].
Basing on the hypothesis that disturbances of cerebral information processing on the basis of acute or chronic stress situations or profound neurotic alterations are being directed to the cardiovascular system only by predisposition to hyperreactivity, the influence of a psycho-nervous-humoral-hormonal stepped load schedule upon central nervous and vegetative functions was studied in baboons. Stochastic interventions into the natural day-night rhythm and application of NaCl and DOCA doses not per se causing a blood pressure rise, either single or in combination for altogether 3 years were used as disturbing factors. It has been revealed that experimental disturbance of the light-dark phases led to lasting deviations of the conditional-reflectory activity in the sense of a predominance of irritation processes. With motor response time, initially unchanged but from the second year of experiment significantly shortened by 35%, the failure rates at differentiation increased, on the average, from 6 to 45% and the intersignal responses by 100%. Even after exposure for several months, no disorders of the cardiovascular system occurred. It was only the coupling with an experimentally induced disturbance of electrolyte distribution that provoked a significant increase in mean arterial pressure, on the average, by 24% of the pre-control value with moderate increase of the circulating blood volume. The increases in free fatty acids and blood glucose concentrations by 14 and 23%, respectively, can be interpreted as additional hypertension-favouring factors. Despite an application of mineral corticoids for more than 1 year, it has been impossible to alter the contraction behaviour of the vascular smooth muscle cell in the sense of an experimentally induced predisposition to arteriolar hyperreactivity outlasting the discontinuation of disturbing factors. With higher nervous activity being clearly disturbed as before, the pressure got back to normal; testing the vascular reactivity to noradrenaline (1.0 microgram/kg b.w/min i.v., for 5 min) or angiotensin II (0.5 microgram/kg b.w. i.v.) at the end of the investigation period gave no enhanced pressure responses. By contrast, animals exposed exclusively to the described combination load for 18 weeks, showed a still normal system pressure and sensitivity to the applied noradrenaline and angiotensin II increased by 75-120% of the pre-control response. A liability of the cardiovascular system at acute stress situations (multiple partial immobilization) in long-term neurotically predamaged monkeys in the 24-h experiment was impressive by a cardiodepression during the nightly regeneration phase, reduced on the average by 35 beats/min against the control group. Thus, our results support the hypothesis of a cerebro-visceral pathoconstellation as the etiological principle of certain forms of the inhomogeneous clinical picture of primary hypertension.